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1. What’s transitivity?  What is 
its role in language?  Why is 
it important?

5.  What does the study of  
transitivity tell us about 
language universals?
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Syntactic definition
of the transitive clause:

�Transitive verbs: 
verbs (and clauses) that 
have a direct object

What is transivity?

� Mary cut her hair.

� We shouldn’t laugh at the poor.



Semantic definition
of the prototype transitive clause:
� Agentivity

the subject� deliberately acting agent (volitional)

ex. He built a house.

�Affectedness
the direct object� concrete, visibly affected 

patient 

ex. She cut her hair.

�Perfectivity/completeness

Vt.� codes a bounded terminated, fast-changing 

event (action) that took place in real time

ex. She cuts her hair.   vs. She cut her hair.



Non-prototypical transitive 
verbs are:

�Conforming to the syntactic structure

�Semantically less prototypical

� A direct object is needed.



Two arguments

What is its role in language?

�Transitivity is a crucial relationship in 
language with a number of universally 
predicable consequences in grammar.

�The defining properties of transitivity are 
discourse-determined.

�p.290 in RP 4: The correlation of foregrounding 

with the maximally Transitive sentence-type is 

complete: all foregrounded clauses are realis and 
perfective; and if….   (to be continued)



�The defining properties of transitivity are 
discourse-determined.

�p.294 (Summary and Conclusion): 

… the foci of high Transitivity and low Transitivity 
correlate with the independent discourse notions of 

foregrounding and backgrounding respectively.



Why is it important?
�Transitivity is traditionally understood as a 

global property of an entire clause, such 
that an activity is “transferred” from an 
agent to a patient.

�Transitivity involves at least two 
participants and an action which is typically 
EFFECTIVE in some way.

She laughed. � No activity is transferred.

Tom killed Mary. � The activity “KILL” is 

transferred to Mary from  Tom.

Tom killed Mary.



5.  What does the study of transitivity 
tell us about language universals?

A mass of evidence suggests the 
significance of the notion of TRANSIVITY in 
grammars of the world’s languages; that is, 
it is a global property of an entire clause.  In 
fact, no languages whose grammar we 
examined failed to supply evidence for it.



Question 2: 

What are the semantic 
parameters involved in 
transitivity? How is each 
parameter realized in grammar?
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10 parameters VS 3 parameters

� High                            Low 
� A. Participants  2 or more (A and O)      1 participant
� B. Kinesis                    action                            non-action
� C. Aspect                     telic (purposeful)            atelic
� D. Punctuality              punctual                         non-punctual
� E. Volitionality volitional                        non-volitional
� F. Affirmation               affirmative                      negative
� G. Mode                       realis irrealis
� H. Agency     A high in potency           A low in potency
� I. Affectedness of O O totally affected           O not affected
� J. Individuation of O O highly individuated     O non-individuated

� Each of which suggests a scale according to which clauses can be 
ranked

� Transitivity Hypothesis

AGENTIVITY

AFFECTEDNESS

PERFECTIVITY

continuum



A&H:  participant and agency
� (3)a. Jerry likes beer (Lowest)

dative subj less ideal patient

Participant: two

� b. Jerry knocked Sam down. (Highest)
participant: two

Kinesis: action

Aspect: telic

Punctuality: punctual

Affectedness of O: total

Individuation of O: referential, animate, and proper

� (6)    Jerry left. 

Participant: one

Kinesis: action

Aspect: telic

Punctuality: punctual

Volitionality: volitional 



� Ergative language:
Subj (ergative) Vt. Obj (absolute)
Subj (absolute) Vi.

ex. Man-ERG tree-ABS cut (Vt). (The man cuts the tree)

Man-ABS cut (Vi). (The man is cutting)
the reduced transitivity of the clause which lacks an O.

� (7) I like beer.  
(less ideal patient)

� (8) Me         gusta la   cerveza. (Spanish)
me-DAT pleases the beer

“I like beer.”

“Beer pleases to me” (one participant)

� Morphosyntactic markings tend to be sensitive to 
Transitivity as a whole rather than to the actual presence 
or absence of a second participant. 



E: Volitionality
�Volitionality: the deliberateness or 

spontaneity of the agent. 

�The effect on the patient is typically more 
apparent when the A is presented as 
acting purposefully.

� Eastern Pomo, (Northern California)

(44)a. WI ce xelka. “I am slipping.”

b. Ha ce xelka. “I am sliding.”

(45)a. Wi ba tecki. “I got bumped accidentally.”

b. Ha ba tecki. “I got bumped on purpose.”

Wi �unable to control

Ha� able to control



I&J: affectedness and individuation of O

� Individuated                 Non-individuated
proper                                            common
human, animate                             inanimate
concrete                                         abstract
singular                                          plural
count                                              mass
referential, definite                         non-referential

� O-marking:
� (11)a. Busco mi   sombrero. 

I seek  my   head

“I’m looking for my hat.”
b.  Busco A mi   amigo.

I seek     my  friend

“I’m looking for my friend.”

� (13) b. Machuee-nee    machlii-KOO pakRaa. (Hindi)

fisherman-ERG  fish               caught
“The fisherman caught the fish.”

In Spanish,

“A” �Human (animate)

�Referential

In Hindi,

“-KOO � definite



O-incorporation ex. Hungarian

� (20)a. Peter ujsagot olvas.          S O[-referential] V

paper    reads

“Peter is reading a newspaper.”

b. Peter olvas egy ujsagot.   S V O[+referential]

reads   a     paper

“Peter is reading a [specific] newspaper.”

(21) Peter olvassa az ujsagot.  

reads (OBJ)  the paper.

“Peter is reading the newspaper.”

when the O is both referential and definite� O-incorporation



O-marking

�Tendency to associate indefinite 
(unmarked) O’s with intransitive clauses.

�Special marking on definite O’s are better 
interpreted functionally as signals of the 
high transitivity of the clause as a 
whole —rather than as devices for 
distinguish O’s from A’s. 



Totality: total or partial effect on O

� (34) a. We sprayed paint on the wall. (English)
only part of the wall is affected

� b. We sprayed the wall with paint.

the O wall is completely affected
� (31)a. Kami mendekat-KAN gunung-nya. (Indonesian)

we     near                  mountain-DEF
“We brought the mountain close.”

B. Kami mendekat-I gunung-nya.

“We  approached the mountain.”

� The degree to which an action is transferred to a 
patient is a function of how completely that 
patient is affected.

-KAN �causative
�volitional A
�high transitivity
�total affected O



Totality (2): ex. Tongan

Ergative language & Antipassive construction

� (38)a. Na’e kai-I ‘a e     ika ‘e he tamasi’i. 

PAST eat-TRANS ABS DEF fish  ERG the boy

“The boy ate the fish.”

b. Na’e kai ‘a e      tamasi’i’i he  ika.

PAST eat  ABS DEF boy       OBL the fish

“The boy ate some of the fish.”

� In Tongan, verbs permitted to occur in ergative clauses 

take total O’s when the clause is ergative and partial O’s 
when the clause is antipassive.

� Ergative (higher transitivity)

� Antipassive (lower transitivity) passive construction in 

ergative language.

VOS
Subj-erg
Total O

VSO

Subj-abs

Partial O



B: Kinesis

�Kinetic quality: the morphosyntax of a 
clause may also signal differences in 
degree or directed physical activity.

action�non-action

�Actions can be transferred from one 
participant to another; states cannot.

ex. I hugged Sally.

I like Sally.



D: Punctuality
� Characteristic of actions (not states)

� (46)a. Juan durmio (toda la     noche).

slept      all     the  night

“John slept (all night).”

b. Juan SE durmio (*toda la  noche).

slept       all    the night

“John went to sleep (*all night).

� 我睡了一整天

*我睡著了一整天

SE: code a punctual event rather than a state

The clause with SE is more transitive than the one without.



C: Aspect
� An action viewed from its endpoint (telic action) is more 

effectively transferred to a patient than one not 
provided with such an endpoint. 

� Telic/atelic     perfective/ imperfective
� (61)a. Liikemies kirjoitti kirjeen valiokunnalle. (Finnish)

Businessman wrote   letter(ACC) committee-to

“The businessman wrote a letter to the committee.

b. Liikemies kirjoitti kirjetta valiokunnalle.

businessman wrote   letter (PART)   committee-to

“The businessman was writing a letter to the committee.

� The more transitive O in 61a, marked by the accusative, 
is interpreted as perfective; the less transitive O in 61b, 
in the partitive case, is interpreted as imperfective.

� Case marking of O determines the aspect of the clause.



F: Affirmation 

(affirmative or negative)

� In a number of languages, the O of a negated clause
appears in a form which shows that the action of the 
verb is deflected and less direct. This is especially 
true if the O is indefinite. 

� In French, indefinite O’s in the partitive must drop the 
definite article which is normally present:

(81)a. Nous avons du pain.

we    have   PART-the bread

“We have (some) bread.”

b. Nous n’avons plus    de pain.

We    NEG-have  more  PART bread

“We have no more bread.”



G: Mode

(realis and irrealis)

� An action which is presented as occuring in a non-real 
(contingent) world, is obviously less effective than one 
whose occurrence is actually asserted as corresponding 
directly with a real event.

� (82)a. Busco A un empleado que habla ingles.

I seek ACC a   assistant   who speak(INDIC) Eng.

b. Busco un empleado que hable ingles.

I seek  a   assistant  who speak(SUBJUNC) Eng.

“I am looking for an assistant who speaks English.”

82a: A, habla� realis� referential O (his name is Paul)

82b: hable� irrealis� non-referential O 

(where can I find one?)



Conclusion

� Perfectivity correlates morphosyntactically with the 

definiteness of the direct O, but no language in which 

imperfectivity correlates with definiteness, or perfectivity with 

indefiniteness. 

� Transitivity can be broken down into its component parts, 

each focusing on a different facet of this carrying-over in a 

different part of the clause. Taken together, they allow 
clauses to be characterized as more or less transitive.

� The more features a clause has in the “high” column in A-J, 

the more transitive it is.

� Transitivity is a continuum. 

� These components co-vary with one another in language 

after language, which suggests that Transitivity is a central 

property of language use. 



Question 3: 

How is the BA-construction in 
Chinese related to transitivity?

� Highly Transitive Clause-Type

� Perfectivizing Expression

� Supplements
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Highly transitive clause-type

�Thompson (1973): A ‘doing something to’
a patient

(71a) 我賣了車子。（What did you do this afternoon?）

(71b) 我把車子賣了。（What did you do to your car?）

�Highly transitive clause-type

�Active and volitional behavior

�Totally upon a definite or referential object



Perfectivizing expression

�BA requires a perfectivizing expression:
(72) a. *我把他打打打打。

b. *我把他打著打著打著打著。

c. *我把他打一打打一打打一打打一打。

d. *我把它有有有有。

(73) a. 我把他打了打了打了打了。

b. 我把他打得頭都暈了打得頭都暈了打得頭都暈了打得頭都暈了。

c. 我把它擦掉擦掉擦掉擦掉。

d. 我把它放在椅子上放在椅子上放在椅子上放在椅子上。

e. (*)我要把他好好地看待好好地看待好好地看待好好地看待。



Supplements

�Why (72a) is unacceptable ?

�光桿動詞（動詞的簡單形式）本身無法表示結果
或變化，因此與把字句的「處置」功能相衝突。
(陳俊光 2007, p.309)

(72a) *我把他打。(Bare form)

(73a) 我把他打了了了了。(Perfective aspect)

(73b) 我把他打得頭都暈了得頭都暈了得頭都暈了得頭都暈了。(Resultative complement)



Supplements

�Why is (72d) unacceptable?

�It’s simple: Your possession of something 

cannot make it disposed.



Question 4: 

What is the discourse-
pragmatic motivation for 
coding transitivity?
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Discourse-pragmatic Function

� Users of a language are constantly required to 
design their utterances in accord with:

1.their own communicative goal

2.their perception of their listeners’ needs

� In narrative:

1.temporal structure -- the actual sequential events

2.durative/descriptive structure -- scene-setting     

statements and evaluative commentary



Grounding Interpretation (1)
� Discourse Grounding:

1.Foreground (FG)

the material supplies the main points of the discourse

◎ comprise the backbone or skeleton of the text,  
forming the basic structure

◎ ordered in a temporal sequence;

a change in the order of any two of them signals a 
change in the order of real-world events

2.Background (BG)

not immediately and crucially contribute to the speaker’s   

goal, but merely assists, amplifies, or comments on it

◎ put flesh on the skeleton, irrelevant to coherence

◎ not ordered with respect to each other, and may 
even be movable with respect to the FG portions



Grounding Interpretation (2)
� Numerous languages have morphological and 

syntactic devices which reflect grounding :

FG markers：the prefix li- for narrative past tense

(Swahili) the prefix ka- for a consecutive tense

(88)Tu-LI-po-sema vile, wa-KA-jua kama wevi, mara ile

we-li-when-say thus they-ka-know as thieves at once that

wa-KA-ondoka wa-KA-kimbia.

they-ka-leave they-ka-run away.

“When we said this, they knew that they had been recognized, 

and they at once got off (the train) and ran away”



Grounding Interpretation (3)
� Numerous languages have morphological and 

syntactic devices which reflect grounding :

BG markers：the prefix ki- for a simultaneous event

(Swahili) others for a contingent(conditional) event

(89)Hara wa-LI-kuwa wa-KI-rejea kuja zao kambini, 

until they-li-were they-ki-return come their to camp

wa-KA-shuka kilima-ni magharibi, ……

they-ka-descend hill-LOC west       ……

“When they were making their way back to camp, they came 
down a hill on the western side, and ……”



Grounding Interpretation (4)
� Numerous languages have morphological and 

syntactic devices which reflect grounding :

Chinese Indonesian：

(90) a. Ojoq di-angat gae opo lo. (FG markers)

don’t di-appoint  make what surprise

“Don’t appoint me, why (would you do it)?”

b. Dadeq-no     sekretares, gaq tau ng-etek? (BG markers)

become-OBJ secretary   not know ng-type

“(How can I) become a secretary not knowing how to  

type?”



10 parameters

High                            Low 
A. Participants             2 or more (A and O)      1 participant  

B. Kinesis             action                             non-action

C. Aspect              telic (purposeful)            atelic
D. Punctuality       punctual                         non-punctual

E. Volitionality volitional                         non-volitional
F. Affirmation        affirmative                      negative

G. Mode               realis irrealis

H. Agency                    A high in potency        A low in potency
I. Affectedness of O     O totally affected        O not affected

J. Individuation of O     O highly individuated  O non-individuated

continuum



(A) PARTICIPANTS

Foreground             Background 
1 2 1 2

Brendan voyage 18%     82% 80%    20%
Newsweek passage 43%     57%             92%      8%

European discovery      13%     87%             79%    21%
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Average 24%     76% 82%    18%

� Material in –ing clauses is always presented as background.

� Nominalized clauses are by the nature background, since 
they serve as NP’s in the larger sentences of which they are 

a part.



All parameters distribution

Foreground             Background 
(A) Participants 76% 18%
(B) Kinesis             88% 49%

(C) Aspect              88% 27%

(D) Punctuality       55% 10%
(E) Volitionality 76% 36%

(F) Affirmation        100% 92%
(G) Mode               100% 66%

(H) Agency                    --- ---
(I) Affectedness of O 39% 12%

(J) Individuation of O     --- ---

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Average for all features 78% 39%



Conclusion

� Semantic and grammatical properties which are 

irrelevant to foreground are also irrelevant transitivity. 

� The grammatical and semantic prominence of 
Transitivity is shown to derive from its characteristic 

discourse function: high Transitivity is correlated with 
foregrounding and low Transitivity with 
backgrounding.

� In general, we suggest that phrasocentric (‘sentence-

level’) accounts of morphosyntax can have only a 

provisional and incomplete validity, and that a fully 
coherent theory of language must begin at the level of 

DISCOURSE MOTIVATION for individual sentence.


